Self-S

on Big Data

Powerful big data analytics platform with an easy-to-use self-service interface for
data preparation, analysis, visualization, and machine learning

Get from data to insight on one integrated platform

No-code, drag-and-drop
designer for generating
insights faster

Reusable datasets,
pipelines, and dashboards
for better collaboration

Machine learning and
predictive analytics for
everyone

Type someth

Native on both Hadoop
and AWS

Uniﬁed Big Data Analytics Approach with ShareInsights

Advanced Analytics Capabilities
Machine Learning
Predictive Analytics

Live Stream Data

Enterprise Database

External Data Sources
Documents

Transactional Data

Social, Text, Logs

Multimedia

IoT

Amazon S3

ShareInsights Features
Self-service

Faster OLAP

End-to-End

Built-in Library

Machine Learning

No code, drag and drop
interface to create powerful
big data transformation
pipelines including machine
learning models

In-built high-performance
OLAP capabilities directly
on the lake

Data preparation, analysis,
machine learning, and
visualization as a single
integrated process

Rich library of 70+ widgets,
tasks, and connectors with
support for stored and livestreamed data

Drag and drop visual controls
to execute machine learning
workflows with support for
60+ algorithms using R and
Spark ML

Reusable Workflows

Interactive Viewer

Collaboration

No Touch Deployment

Cloud and On-Premises

Reuse and versioning of
datasets, workflows, and
dashboards with full
management capability

Powerful interactive
viewer with the ability
to explore scenarios
and hypotheses

Ability to share insights
and build off each
other’s work within the
tool

Lightweight installation
over your existing
Hadoop infrastructure
that requires
zero customization

Support for both cloud
and on-premises
deployment

Why ShareInsights?

Data preparation,
visualization, and
machine learning
under one roof

Native on big data with
built-in governance
across the analytics
lifecycle

Exhaustive library of
widgets, tasks, and
workflows

Democratized machine
learning to unleash a
culture of citizen data
scientists

ShareInsights

g

Powerful designer to run advanced analytics over
terabytes of data using a simple drag and drop interface

About
Accelerite

Rich, interactive designer especially for business
users to create lucid and beautiful reports

To know more about Accelerite ShareInsights, visit www.accelerite.com/shareinsights
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